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I.  The Internet of Things
Cars, appliances, door locks, medical equipment and implants, and thousands of new devices 
are being becoming part of the wireless network system. Most of these gadgets and instruments 
are released without thinking about the security required to keep them safe from hacking. Cars, 
medical implants, and airline systems are already known to be hackable, and it is likely that most 
new wireless devices will be subject to hacking.
Don’t add your own home systems to the list of soon-to-be-attacked objects until you have 
confirmed that adequate security is in place to protect your devices from random hacking.

II.  Vetting Apps 
Vet Apps before you Get them for your computer or iOS device. The App Store supplies you with 
the information they have on the software’s releases and updates, and on the Developers, but 
they rely on those developers to provide accurate information. Be sure to check out the:
	 •	Version	history
	 •	Developer’s	Website
	 •	In-App	Purchases	which	may	be	required	to	make	it	work,	and
	 •	Other	Apps	by	the	same	developer,	along	with	their	ratings.
These, along with the number and quality of ratings are the only guide you have on the App 
Store to whether or not the software is worth getting. You can also hunt for online reviews if you 
still have questions. Don’t Get an App until you have checked it out to avoid known problems.

III.  Security Questions
Security Questions started with banks before the internet. They collected birthdate, place of 
birth, and mother’s maiden name from customers as a way to confirm identity if issues arose 
regarding ownership of an account. So now everyone has access to all of such “public record” 
info on everyone, so we need to quit using real “discoverable” info for security doublechecks.
Give false answers, keep track of them since you won’t be able to remember them, and never 
give the same answer to more than one site or account. A single matching answer from the 
wrong person may allow them to clean out your entire account before you knew they were there. 
Security Questions/Answers are used primarily to bypass password credentials! Your mother’s 
maiden name is not good enough! And using “Jones” when it’s really “Smith” isn’t much better 
if people start guessing. “Cloning-gizmo” is a much more secure choice next time you need a 
name, but you should really pick your own nonsense answers and keep them private.
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IV.  Passwords
Passwords	of	just	8	characters	(and	less,	of	course)	are	now	completely	inadequate	to	stop	brute	
force password attacks for more than a second with modern hacking techniques. To be safe for 
the	foreseeable	future	(a	few	years,	we	hope),	passwords	need	to	meet	these	minimums:
•	12	characters	is	the	bare	minimum,	but	longer	is	even	better.	—	Never	trust	your	money	or		
private information to any outfit which won’t let you use at least a 12-character password!
•	Passwords	should	contain	all	4	character	types:	Upper-case,	Lower-case,	Numeric,	and	Symbols	
to assure that the largest character set possible must be included in any brute force attack.
•	Passwords	should	not	be	guessable,	even	with	substituted	characters,	especially	substitutions	
commonly chosen due to similar shapes or sounds. One must assume that a hacker Dictionary 
Attack will contain the entire dictionaries of real words, along with substitution variants.
Dictionary Attacks also include many millions of previously-exposed real passwords from prior 
hacks, so one also needs to avoid any password that anyone might have previously used, because, 
if it was used and hacked, a Dictionary Attack will find it before even starting a brute force 
attack.
This means we need to start our password strings with something more random than a word 
that	we	then	pretty-up	with	substitutions	and	numbers.	We	need	strings	of	completely-unrelated	
words that cannot be replicated by word associations — and then we’ll pretty-them up. 
So	“Pa$$w0rd”	and	“Fr1zBee99”	are	useless,	but	“5-Shampoo/marx781”	had	a	chance	(before	I	
included	it	in	this	document).	You got to roll your own.

V.  Password Systems
With	a	bunch	of	one-time-use	nonsense	answers	to	repetitive	real-world	Security	Questions,	and	
a lot of long passwords which aren’t really memorable unless used daily, we need ways to record 
it all without leaving our credentials lying around to be either lost or found.
Password	management	systems	all	have	weaknesses;	some	even	have	security	flaws	or	are	offered	
as freebies from unknown sources in Russia and China. Some produce long gibberish strings, 
but if one of your sites increases the length of passwords it allows, pasting in that same string 
may suddenly fail because more of the string was transmitted than was previously accepted.
Using	free	software	such	as	Contacts	allows	recording	account	info	in	seeming	innocent	fields	
using some method chosen by the owner to obscure it’s real purpose. And it can be synced!
Even a plain-text program such as TextEdit can securely hold account information, encoding 
a password or other account info so that only the owner can decipher it via a “secret number” 
which is not in the file nor known to others. An entry of  “44/grubstake.tablet” might 
decode as the password “Grubstake/6730Tablet”	—	if	the	secret	number	were	29867301.
A	Secret	Word	or	Number	and	a	couple	of	consistent	(but	unwritten)	rules	for	applying	your	
transformations is all it takes to keep any reader from using the info from your account_file.txt.
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